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Today's Program
13:30 Welcome and Introduction (RISE) 
13:40 “Sida’s strategy for private sector 
cooperation and innovation”

13:55 Success factors & the global market 
for off-grid solutions (SEI)
14:05 Experiences from off-grid test beds

• The SaniC
• The TreeWell
• The Biomweb Lebanon
• The (H)unit 
• The MDD Titan 

14:45 Q&A

14:55 Coffee break
15:10 The Parlametric tool for online 
match-making

15:25 Opportunities within cooperation, 
alliances and scaling

• Malmö University
• SISP
• WIN Water
• ElectriCity - Urban Tech Sweden

16:10 Q&A discussion
16:30 Closing, mingle and drinks!
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Objective

To develop tools that improve the 
opportunities for innovators and aid 
organizations to bring more circular, 
inclusive and sustainable innovations 
to those in need
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Our aim is: 
1) To improve the conditions for 
innovators and sellers to meet the 
demands of relief organizations and 
off-grid buyers

2) To enable innovations in the WASH 
sector to reach off-grid environments 
and vulnerable populations in 
humanitarian crises.

3) Test innovative sustainable solutions 
in collaboration with buyers and users; 
and design tools for development, 
scaling and export.





Impact and effects
• Increased success of 

procured/delivered 
sustainable, circular and 
inclusive innovations
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Sida’s strategy for private sector 
collaboration and innovation

Carolina von Schantz & Johan Hellström

October 20, 2022



Private sector collaboration
• An activity that aims to engage the private sector for development results 

and involves the active participation of the private sector. (OECD/DAC)

• Businesses bring a perspective that is different to traditional 
development actors that can support the development and scaling-up of 
new ideas and solutions. 

• To achieve long-term solutions for development challenges, we need to 
take a systems-based approach and facilitate collaboration between a 
broad base of stakeholders.



• To overcome systemic lack of capital in many markets and enhance innovation, Sida 
uses Challenge Funds to finance entrepreneurs with a strong commitment to drive 
sustainable development. 

• Sida has developed the PPDP method to mobilise the private sector to pro-actively 
engage in and contribute to the development of sustainable societies in low-income 
countries. 

• Sida can issue guarantees to encourage banks and other investors to invest in 
small businesses. This allows businesses and entrepreneurs in developing countries 
to access capital more easily, facilitating investments that help reduce poverty.

Partnering with the private sector



Private Sector and 
the SDGs

• UNGP +10

• HRDD, Human Rights Due Dilligence

• NAP on Business and Human Rights



Most frequent SDGs targeted in Sidas work with PSC

SDG 7 – Affordable and Clean Energy

SDG 8 – Decent Work and Economic Growth

SDG 5 – Gender Equality

SDG 13 – Climate Action

SDG 1 – No Poverty





Success factors & the 
global market för 
off-grid solutions 

(SEI)



Product Development Process (PDP)
For humanitarian, poor and emerging market segments

Karina Barquet, Matilda Gunnarsson, Ebba Engström 

Stockholm Environment Institute (SEI)



Important factors for success at ’the Bottom of the Pyramid 
(BoP)’

ü Product characteristics
ü Socio-economic characteristics



Research questions

1. What are the characteristics in the PDP that are important for 
accelerating uptake and scaling of innovations in poor 
contexts? 

2. What are the socioeconomic conditions that constrain or 
incentivize PDPs in poor contexts?



Methods
v 4 workshops (WASH and Energy) = 48 participants

v Interviews with sWASH innovators
v Literature review = screening around 1500 papers



A Product Development Process for 
the BoP

v Seven-steps
§ Operations 
§ Product life

v Multidimensional 
§ Mapping interactions
§ Governance 
§ Finance



Who are the 2 billion at the BoP?
v Humanitarian 

v Poor 
v Emerging



Results
Socioeconomic and PDP characteristics for three market segments



Socioeconomic characteristics
Humanitarian Poor Emerging 

Emergency response Low-income markets Fragmented and diverse markets

Variations in the characteristic and 
duration of the assistance

Institutional, infrastructure and 
resources limitations create an 
uncertain business environment

Institutional, infrastructure and 
resources limitations create an 
uncertain business environment

Humanitarian aid provider-driven 
demand Low purchasing power Large variations in purchasing 

power

Innovation led by commercial 
enterprises

Needs-driven user innovation, 
imitation and adoption of mature 
market products

Firms are increasingly investing in 
innovations for emerging markets

Risk aversion discourages innovation Lack of R&D capabilities and 
resources

Underdeveloped R&D ecosystem 
and limited resources. 

Bureaucratic processes favor larger 
more established firms with 
economies of scale

Temporary access to goods favors 
consumption Preference for owning products

Products have little relevance to 
other markets Lower quality products Low-cost products, both of lower 

and higher quality

Low-long term buyer commitment Substantial amount of non-
consumption

Challenges in finding strategies for 
manufacturing and commercializing 
of products

Retrospective product evaluation Limited availability of skilled labor Limited availability of skilled labor



Humanitarian Poor Emerging
FUNCTION

Innovation Risk aversion, generally top-down 
approach to product development Needs-driven, low cost, NGO-assisted Rapid response to changing customer 

demand, low cost, speed-to-market strategy

Design Strict and agency-specific design 
specification

Easy-to-use, affordable, good-enough quality, 
modular design

Easy-to-use, affordable, appropriate quality, 
modular design

Testing
Humanitarian organizations often request 
country-level trials, early user 
consultation to fit cultural practices

Focus on fit to local context with local stakeholder 
consultations and pilots

Localization approach, incorporation of 
indigenous knowledge

PDP characteristics across markets
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Production Agency-specific specifications constrain 
extent manufacturing
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involvement 
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embedded, NGO-assisted
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products

Lack of knowledge transfer in the transfer of 
products



Key takeaways



A more contextual understanding of the PDP
• A PDP that builds on stakeholder input
• Identifies connections between:

• The PDP steps (e.g., need to account for steps like Maintenance already at Function)
• Funding and governance structures supporting or inhibiting each PDP step

• Accounts for socioeconomic differences between ‘poorer’ markets:
• Humanitarian, Poor and Emerging markets

• Gaps in literature:
• Maintenance and Transfer steps
• Improved market understanding at the BoP:

• Humanitarian: Short term relief|Long term assistance
• Poor: Rural|Urban|Informal
• Emerging: Stable|Volatile



Implications for WASH

Poverty
(% of pop) (2018)

Electricity access 
(% of pop) (2020)

Safely managed 
sanitation 

(% of pop) (2020)

Safely managed 
drinking water (% 

of pop) (2020)

Low-income 45.3 43.0 18 29
Lower middle-income 10.9 90.1 46 60
Upper middle-income 1.4 99.4 58 76
High-income 0.6 100 87 98

Data: The World Bank (Data for Low income, Lower middle income, Upper middle income, High income | Data (worldbank.org))

• Access is a matter of income (see Table)
• Disconnect between innovation and users’ needs and wants 

• Need to consider socioeconomic differences and cultural behaviors
• Easier to innovate from a low-cost perspective than developing a high-tech product 

and later try detechnifying it

• Highlights the importance of post-deployment strategies
• Indicates a need for simple, low-cost, end-to-end solutions with a 

localization approach and including post-deployment strategies

https://data.worldbank.org/?locations=XM-XN-XT-XD


Thank you!

karina.barquet@sei.org
matilda.gunnarsson@sei.org

mailto:karina.barquet@sei.org
mailto:matilda.gunnarsson@sei.org


Experiences from 
off-grid test beds



Q1. What is your innovation about and how 
can it help address needs in humanitarian or 

development contexts?



Q2. What challenges have you faced when 
trying to move from one stage to the other 

in the product development process?
(see next slide)



Q3. What would help your innovation to 
reach full markets entry in a humanitarian or 

development context? 
(what is needed? Knowledge, finance, local connections, etc…at which 

stage in the PDP is this needed?)



The SaniC – closing the loop of 
sanitation and agriculture – Bolivia

Q1. SaniC™ :
• Has two main focuses:

• Save life, by eliminating disease-causing 
bacteria in wastewater. (disaster areas)

• Recycling of valuable nutrient to arable 
land.

• Is a modular and scalable treatment system 
for wastewater, with water and energy saving 
technique, without the use of chemicals.

• Can be designed for latrine, black water and 
sludge, or a mix of those.

• Is scalable, from a few hundreds to thousands 
of people and adaptable to local conditions. 
The outcome is a fully sanitized liquid with all 
valuable nutrients preserved - BIO fertilizer –
ready for use on arable land.

• Replaces expensive imported mineral 
fertilizers.



The SaniC – closing the loop of 
sanitation and agriculture – Bolivia

Q2.
The development phase has been rather straight 
forward, as we had access to a full-scale plant, good 
manufacturing partners – and an order from a paying 
customer.
A pilot is running in Bolivia since 2019.

Our challenges on the international market:
As our system becomes part of an infrastructure, it will 
involve political decisions, meaning:
1. Long lead times

2. Corruption risks
3. Financing issues



The SaniC – What would help your 
innovation to reach full markets entry..

Q3.
(What we cannot affect, but would really help:
• a changed view and valuing of human life and natural resources.
We have been quite shocked by the cynical reasoning we have encountered around the 
world.)

What has helped us to succeed in Bolivia
1. Contact with Swedish Embassy

1. Sorting out local conditions, regulations and important contacts – and financing.
2. Contact with local politicians and decision makers.
3. Reliable local partners, (in our case the customer) taking care of the building process 

and local suppliers. Making us a partner for knowledge and component supplier.
4. Financing.

1. Development countries are depending on economic aid, and we have not found any 
country ready to take the main part of the investment cost – yet.



• TreeWell Ecosystem for decentralized sludge-
free treatment of wastewater and water re-use

• The Treewell solution leverages natural aquatic 
ecosystem processes for onsite treatment of 
sewage and heavily contaminated waters. This 
small yet scalable solution purifies water safely and 
effectively for a variety of uses. The purified water 
can be made completely free from pathogenic and 
parasitic microorganisms without chemistry or UV. 
It can enrich local freshwater resources and 
improve local water security, or be reused for 
household needs, irrigation, small retention and 
green infrastructure development.

The TreeWell – Nature-based wastewater 
system – South Africa and Lebanon



The TreeWell – Nature-based wastewater 
system – South Africa and Lebanon

Circular water re-usage & re-use of nutrients



The TreeWell – Nature-based wastewater 
system – South Africa and Lebanon

Circular water re-usage & re-use of nutrients



The TreeWell – Nature-based wastewater 
system – South Africa and Lebanon



Developing phase with full 
scale prototypes both 
domestic and global.

Education of local 
contractors and 
maintenance staff.

Changing mindset in 
wastewater re-use

Upscaling challenges:

• Local production

• Training and education

• Global footprint with 
reliable partners

The TreeWell – Nature-based wastewater 
system – South Africa and Lebanon



The TreeWell – Nature-based wastewater 
system – South Africa and Lebanon

Needed for full global 
scaling:
- global production 
footprint
- local partners
- financing



The Biomweb IoT – monitoring 
system for on-site WWTP in Lebanon

Q1. What is your 
innovation about and 
how can it help address 
needs in humanitarian 
or development contexts?

A platform for remotely 
monitoring and 
operating wastewater 
treatment systems.

1. IoT sensors & controls
2. Web portal
3. Cloud-based data 

collection



The Biomweb IoT – monitoring 
system for on-site WWTP in Lebanon

Q1. What is your innovation about 
and how can it help address needs 
in humanitarian or development 
contexts?

Remote monitoring 
and operation
• Improved efficiency 

and operation.
• Less manpower needed onsite.
• Collected data can be used to 

design more effective systems.

Lower carbon footprint
• Powered by renewable energy 

sources.
• Reduced energy usage 

by smart control of air pumps.



The Biomweb IoT – monitoring 
system for on-site WWTP in Lebanon

Q2. What challenges have you 
faced when trying to move from 
one stage to the other in the 
product development process?

• Lockdowns
• Short in supply chains
• Time consuming wastewater 

treatment testing
• Sensor selection
• Cost
• Managing collected data



The Biomweb IoT – monitoring 
system for on-site WWTP in Lebanon

Q3. What would help your 
innovation to reach full 
markets entry in a 
humanitarian 
or development context?

• Supply of low-cost sensors.
• Managing supply 

shortages.
• Managing inflation.
• Time to analyze data 

gathered from sensors.
• Capacity to monitor many 

systems.
• Customizability: features, 

sensors, and modules.



The (H)unit – disinfection and 
water purification



PBS® (H)unit®

Using only air as a ”raw material” and locally produced electricity we can clean
and disinfect water, air and materials for 10+ years

§ Robust high-quality ozone generator adapted for humid and 
harsh environments

§ Patented corona discharge cell resistant to water (< 6 g O3/h)
§ 24V DC < 200W
§ Manufacturing in Sweden



We purify with ozone where others cannot



The (H)unit® kit

With 2 cases like this:
• 1 with purification
• 1 with power supply

…and solar panels…

…we can operate
anywhere.



One (H)unit® cleans and disinfects drinking water to 1000 
people in 24 h.

Capacity
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The (H)unit – disinfection and 
water purification

Q2. What challenges have you faced when trying to move from one stage to the 
other in the product development process?

Product development related:
• Reactor breaking by differential pressure during flight
• High voltage field causing fatal problem
• Choice of transformer liquid
• Heat dissipation
• Capacitor overload/melting
• Heavy-duty connections from glass to metal
• Electrical conductor too close to transformer
• Shock absorbing design

Market related:
• Teaching about a new possibility
• Finding early adopters
• Biocidal Products Regulation



The (H)unit – disinfection and 
water purification

Q3. What would help your innovation to reach full markets 
entry in a humanitarian or development context

• Successful pilots – duplicable
• Optimizing simplicity – user friendliness
• Reliable local partners and distribution agreements
• Selling to humanitarian organizations



Water-in-a-box – desalination 
and water purification

The off-grid containersolution that can
provide disaster areas around the world
with desalinated and bacteriafree water
24/7.
Using renewable energy in 
a environmentally friendly way. 
Depending on the need it can be scalable
to produce greater utpout of clean water.
Installed and ready within 8 hours after
delivery. Single unit of the 

innovation MDD 2K Titan

Water-in-a-box



Water-in-a-box – desalination 
and water purification

• Finding manufacturers that can
produce the machine in Titanium and 
that has the ability to scale up when
needed

• Coastheavy prototype manufacturing
• The biggest challenge by far through

the whole process has been finding
funding



Water-in-a-box – desalination 
and water purification

Partners in Progress

• Financial strength
• International presence
• Long-term partnership



EXTRACTING VALUE FROM LANGUAGE

ParlaLink

An online tool for match-making

Thomas Strandberg
PhD in Cognitive Science
CEO of Parlametric

S&G Final Seminar 2022-10-20



What is it?

An intuitive and scalable tool for analysis and optimisation of the commercialisation of products / projects,
that leverages open sources code-text standards and linked data to improve and simplify business development.

Outcome: automatise and optimse time-consuming and resource-demanding processes.

S&G Final Seminar 2022-10-20



ParlaLink V.01

1 Analysis of the input description (of relevant company / product information)

2A Matches with the Global Goals and help tweak the description to reache more goals

2B Generate suggestions on themes that could be added to reach more available 
procurements

3 Updates the description based on these new dimensions of information

4 Finds open procurements and calculates the likelihood of winning these based on current 
description

S&G Final Seminar 2022-10-20



S&G Final Seminar 2022-10-20



Real world business cases (Q1 2023)

Matching products / projects with local suppliers

Matching startups / innovations with partners

Matching job applications with job descriptions

Matching sustainability requirements with suppliers

Testing procurement in a live setting

Development pipe (Q4 2022)

UX tests + UI updates

Add new functionalities:

• Useful requirements / goals

• Standardised taxonomies, such SNI codes

• Autogeneration of reports

S&G Final Seminar 2022-10-20



Opportunities within 
cooperation, alliances 

and scaling













SISP – Swedish Incubators and Science 
Parks’ support for innovators’ 

internationalization



2022

Internationalization
Strategy
SISP’s internationalization strategy, created in cooperation with our 
members



Introduction

• This is the initial strategy for internationalization that will continued to be developed over 
time.

• This is the first time Swedish Incubators and Science Parks (SISP) has created a systematic 
strategy for internationalization.

• It is based on the needs of the members.

• It is a living document that we aim to revise every two years in cooperation with our 
members.

• We developed a survey to better understand the issues and needs with SISP’s members and 
their companies.

• This document aims to set a clear time frame and prioritize activities. 



85%
19



Type of organization



Part 1: Do you help startups and scaleups to reach 
international markets today?



If yes, in what way?







Key focus for activities

Government agencies see SISP as an obvious choice for intermediary 
within the innovation ecosystem to coordinate national and international 

efforts.

Members and government agencies will see SISP as an obvious choice 
to both conduct analysis and contribute analytically to the strategic 

direction.

SISP will be a logical option to assist target groups with information 
about international innovative collaborations.

SISP will coordinate national 
assignments and government 

funding for international 
projects in cooperation with 

its members and their 
companies, in order to 

become the intermediary 
between these groups for 

internationalization issues.

Goals within key focus Overall goals

Matchmaking (commercial pilots & 
startegic collaborations)

Coordinated analysis & strategic 
foundation

National coordination & recource 
facilitation 

External analysis SISP will act as national 
coordinator for various 
international initiatives 

(including those in 
collaboration with the 

innovation ecosystem), while 
a large part of the 

implementation is done by the 
members themselves. 

SISP has a strategically smart, 
coordinated and needs-driven 

approach to 
internationalization with a 
focus on state and public 

actors, members, companies 
and international 

stakeholders.

Learnings, education, 
development

Talent Attraction (individual & 
comercial)

Adovacy

SISP and Ignite Sweden will help Swedish companies succeed in an 
international market through commercial business and connecting 

Swedish innovation hubs to international ones.

SISP will coordinate members and government agencies for a strategic, 
long-term, value-creating talent attraction strategy at both an individual 

and commercial level.

SISP will influence the direction of strategic, international innovation 
initiatives and be a natural partner for target groups to consult with.

SISP will contribute to a world-class Swedish innovation ecosystem by 
making the best international methods, processes and 

business/innovation development tools available to its members and 
companies.





WIN Water – a base for multi-sector 
partnerships





























ElectriCity– Urban Tech Sweden – a 
testbed for system delivery and scaling



To help the world 
reimagine how cities 

should work.



Quadruple helix

Collaboration 
between business, 
academia, public 
actors and citizens
– where everyone is 
involved
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Innovations 
and engagement



• A living test bed with 
13,000 people for energy, 
e-mobility, circular 
economy and digitalization.

• Knowledge as a carrier for 
behavioral change.



Innovative ideas and 
companies for 

climate neutral cities



• Project accelerator for the Swedish 
Business community.

• Structure projects into sharp investment 
cases and bring in the eco-system 
needed.

• Be the platform that individual 
innovative companies do not have.

• Take the overall responsibility towards 
potential customers.



Govenor Island NYC
– Global Climate Center
Urban Tech Sweden will 
be a part of setting the 
infrastructure plan



Hudson Square 
New York City

Pemba Island 
Tanzania





it is profitable 
to be

climate smart!



114
info@sweacc.se 

SWEDISH – EAST AFRICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

SWEACC

sWASH&grow / WP5

Show case - establishment of testbed for innovations

Export promotion portal for inclusive and sustainable innovations



Structure – Role of SWEACC example TANZANIA / Zanzibar

Embassy of Tanzania

SWEDISH – EAST AFRICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

SWEACC

Zanrec – SWEACC member
Project opportunity – Partner potential
Ongoing business – possible development

UTS – Project evaluation

Ecobarge – Project evaluation

Ecobarge – Pre-feasibility

Project evaluation – Swash & Grow WP5 collaboration
Zanrec – Manta Resort - local foundation Kwanini Foundation

Project funding Smart City Sweden
On site pre-feasibility study by Novoheat

Project on hold by Local government institution 
Central Government – Key information to move forward

Guidance to the next step – Feasibility study – funding of the project

Ecobarge Project opportunity - Innovation
Location, local support, potential project opportunity

Project solution – Ecobarge valuation



Urban Texh Sweden 
evalution/support 

process
Business 

development
Project search

Country
Governmental partners

Embassy to Sweden
Local country partner 

and coordinator Swedish Country coordinator

Stockholm

Stockholm

Stockholm

Copenhagen

Nordic/European
location

KEPSA

PSF Rwanda

TCCIA

UNCCI

Local national
chamber

SWEACC 

SWEACC

SWEACC

SWEACC

Swedish Chamber to
Target Market

Local receiver in Sweden

Kenya

Rwanda

Tanzania 

Uganda

Target
market

Electric City / 
Urban Tech Sweden

Testbed and ”HPO” /  SME – portal for project search

Urban Texh Sweden 
evalution/support 

process
Business 

development
Project search

Electric City / 
Urban Tech Sweden

Generic model

SWEDISH – EAST AFRICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

SWEACC



PHASE I PHASE II PHASE III

Project Process example Tanzania 

Ecobarge Sweden
S-Man Energy 
Monsson Energy 
Ferroamp
Flowocean
ABB
WIN water
Sea Twirl
Northvolt
Nilar
Stella Futura
Renetech
dLab
Svenska 
Pontonhamnar

PHASE IV

SWEDISH – EAST AFRICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

SWEACC
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WE TURN 
DREAMS

INTO REAL
PROJECTS
THROUGH 

FEASIBILITY 
STUDIES

sWASH&grow
October 20th, 2022



WATER,
ELECTRICITY,

CHARGING OR 
COOLING ON 

SUSTAINABLE 
FLOATING 

PLATFORMS
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ECOBARGE
Is a private company that provides mobile
sustainable infrastructure solutions
integrated in a vessel or a barge.
Ecobarges are scalable and suitable for any
area with inadequate solutions, with- or
without existing energy infrastructure.

OUR FOCUS
To provide entrepreneurial opportunities
in line with the Sustainable Development
Goals and the Blue Economy Concept for
transforming our world.

WHO WE ARE
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OUR TEAM 
HAS EXPERIENCE

1000+ PROJECTS

50+ COUNTRIES

5 CONTINENTS
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OUR OFFER

ENERGY STORAGE

RECYCLING OF 
FRESHWATER

WATER, 
DESALINATION

FRESH WATER / GREY WATER / 
WASTEWATER

DIESEL / PETROL 
BUNKERING

FIREFIGHTING

WASTE COLLECTION / 
SORTING

MOBILE 
CONNECTIVITY

COOLING OF FISH

LIMITED BIOGAS 
PLANT

BOAT CHARGING

SECURITY AND TECHNICAL 
STAFF OFFICE

LIVING QUARTERS

EMERGENCY MEDICAL 
CARE ROOM

FLOATING SOLAR 
STATION

FISHFARMING HYDROGEN

WIND STATION

HEATING
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FLOATING
MOBILE

SCALABLE
SUSTAINABLE
INNOVATIVE

TURN-KEY
CUSTOMIZED

MODULAR
ON-GRID OR OFF-GRID

CLIMATE RESILIENT
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ECOBARGE 
CONCEPT

Confidential ECOBARGE © 2022

ECOBARGE

INVESTORS

PROJECT 
COMPANY END USER

TECHNOLOGY 
PROVIDERS & 
INNOVATIONS

Communities, Industries, Cites, 
Resorts, Fishing villiges. 

Product development
Product quality control

Supply of key components

Systems integration on a barge
Sales in home- and International markets

Assembly and after-sales within 
home market

Providing governmental export 
guarantees

Service provider for End User
Sales within local market

Sourcing- / local production of 
non-key components

Assembly within local market
After Sales within local market

Turn-key installations

Investor as Owner together 
with Local Management 



ECOBARGE 
BARAKA, DRC

Ecobarge

3

Only 20% of the population of DRC has access to
electricity, compared to 75% in developed
countries.

ECOBARGE BARAKA
Pilot project

Baraka is a town in the territory of FIZI in the
province of South Kivu, in the east of the
Democratic Republic of Congo. Located on the
western shore of Lake Tanganyika and the tip of
the Ubwari peninsula. Its population is estimated
at 250,000 inhabitants spread over an area
of 25km2.

STAGES
1. Pilot Project. Water & Electricity supply
2. Scaling-up, adding functions (internet, drying

and cooling of fish) according to the local
needs.
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Baraka, Democratic Republic of the Congo, January 2022

ECOBARGE 
PRESENTATION
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ECOBARGE 
RECEIVED 
INVITATIONS 
TO DEVELOP A 
PROJECT IN 
BARAKA

Confidential ECOBARGE © 2022

Mayor of the city The Committee of Ecological Consumers "CCE" 
ASBL based in Baraka, South Kivu in DRC. 



E-HOUSE & OFFICE. 
40 FT CONTAINER

ENERGY STORAGE. 
20 FT CONTAINER

WATER TANK ON LAND 

FLOATING SOLAR STATION, 
500KW

ROOFTOP SOLAR

WATER TREATMENT/DESALINATION 
40 FT CONTAINER. PRODUCTION 

CAPACITY 60 M3/DAY. OPERATION 
DURING DAY-TIME

ELECTRICAL 
SUBSTATION

ON LAND

SERVICE PROVIDER COMPANY
(the companies selected locally ) 
§ Own the infrastructure on 

land
§ Sell the services (water and 

electricity to the End Users)
§ System operation

ECOBARGE MWANGA BARAKA SARL
Build, Own and Operate an Ecobarge
Later the Local Community will become 
an Owner

ELECTRICAL CABLE

WATER PIPE



BENEFITS FOR THE 
COMMUNITIES

§ Solutions provide jobs during installation, maintenance
and selling the ECOBARGE services.

§ Ability to create off-grid Production areas.
§ Scalability. An opportunity to add the other Solutions.
§ Minimizes land occupation conflict for other needs (e.g.

agriculture).
§ No land preparation. No need to invest in the road

infrastructure. ECOBARGE can be used as a bunkering
station with electrical driven charging using the boats for
transportation the fish etc.

§ No environmental impact. Plug & play solution. Ecobarge
can be build remotely and transported on site.

§ Involvement of local partners. Knowledge transfer.
§ In cooperation with Local universities ECOBARGE can be

used for educational purposes as a showroom of the
innovation technologies.

§ CO2 emissions reduction based on renewable energy.
§ Business development for the local entrepreneurs.
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BENEFITS FOR 
THE INNOVATION 

COMPANIES

§ Rapid organic growth, positive cashflow
§ Access to testbeds and operational pilots globally
§ Internationalization and product development financed 

without dilution of shares 
§ Your bit integrated into fully financed, operational 

customer solutions
§ Operation, maintenance and aftersales secured
§ Reduced warranty risks
§ IP protected through shareholder agreements
§ Become your own customer
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PROJECT STEPS

PRE-FEASIBILITY 
STUDY

FEASIBILITY DESIGN & 
CONSTRUCTION

COMMISSIONING

OPERATION

INVESTOR EXITFEASIBILITY 
FINANCING

PROJECT 
FINANCING
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PRE-FEASIBILITY
§ Identification of End User / needs 
§ Preliminary development of the main technical and 

economic indicators of the project
§ Identification of local partners with ability for local 

government approval and legal regulations
§ Identification of potential suppliers
§ Business Model development 
§ Identification of Suitable Project Finance

CONCEPT
DESIGN
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CONNECTING
THE DOTS

§ Presentation to the local stakeholders and potential 
investors

§ Feasibility study financing
§ Collection of initial approval and permits (together

with a local partner)
§ Feasibility study
- main project technical and economic indicators

development
- Identification of potential technology suppliers,

equipment analogs
- environmental and social impact assessment (together

with local partner) considering the local regulations
§ Project Company registration incl. project company

structure development
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Victoria Vazhinskaya
Marketing Manager
+46 76 3149792
victoria.vazhinskaya@ecobarge.se

LET’S MAKE A 
DIFFERENCE 
TOGETHER

ECOBARGE © 2022



New cooperations and 
ways forward?



Gridless Phase 2 





Resilience in crises, 
war and peace

A Strategic Innovation Program (SIP) to support the innovation 
system for total defence in Sweden 



Thank you!

www.swashgrow.org


